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2,936,832 
cRossovER A_PrARATUs Fon DUAL 

PRoDUcTIoN WELL STRINGS » 

Cicero "C. Brown and Chudleigh B. Cochran,l Houston, 
Tex.; said Cochran assigner to saidv Brown 

Application March 27, 1957, serial No. 648,862 
` 17 claims. (C1. 16s-11s) 

This invention relates to well-production equipment and 
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of .the separate ñuids from one to the other vkof' 
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string, as may be required, with a minimum of manipula 
tion and without modification of the crossover structure. 

In accordance with the illustrative embodiment of the 
`present invention, the crossoverstructure includes a tubu 
lar body forming a part of the inner pipe string and 
havinga crossover section carrying a pair of parallel, 
»longitudinal passages positioned to extend Vthrough kthe 
upper packer in a dual-production arrangement, one of 
the passages communicating at its lower end with the 

. space betweenthe two packers, that is with the upper ̀ one 

15 
particularly to apparatus useful in the dual production » 
in oil wells, and the like. 

In many oil wells .production is obtained from several 
~producing zones at different elevations in -the we1l,fand 
which ordinarily contain fluids at differentV formation 20 

In many such wells equipment is employed 
for the simultaneous production of well fluids from-two , 
_separate formations. These are commonly referred to as 
“dual-completion” wells and involve well equipment by 
which production from each of the two producing forma 
tions is separately delivered to the surface. v 

In general, such equipment includes an inner well pipe 
string, such as a tubing string, on which are mounted 
vertically spaced packers, theYV upper >one of which is 
usually set above the upper producing formation, and the 
lower vone being set between the ‘two producing forma 
tions. By means of a structure ̀ commonly referred to as 
a “crossover” apparatus, iluid from one’ formation will 
be caused to flow through the inner pipe string, or tubing 
string, while fluid from lthe other vformation will be 
caused to flow through the annulus between ̀ the tubing 
and outer well pipe string or casing. n ' 

Crossover structures heretofore employed are ygenerally 
relatively complicated in form, and' particularly >involve 
the use of conduit arrangements disposed in the relativelyv 
small diameter tubing strings which require sharp turns 
and relatively small passages to lead the'different fluids 
separately into the production pipe strings. »'I'he'result-v 
ing restricted passages are subject to severe erosion by 
Vthe flow of high pressure fluids‘and may become plugged 
with vdetritus carried by the lfluids or votherwisebecome 
inefñcient or inoperative, particularly by reasonV of the 
tortuous path which the well fluids are requiredto trav 
erse rin such crossoverdevices. 
The present invention has for its primary object the a 

provision of a crossover apparatus, which may be termed 
“straight-110W” crossover apparatus, in providing. a struc 
ture by which the streams of iluid Ifrom both wellforma 
tions will be caused to travel substantially straight'parallel 
paths in flowing from the respective ̀ >formations to VVthe 
connected pipe strings, that is, with minimum d'eñectíon 
in the paths of flow, and thereby obviate the diñiculties 
encountered with more conventional devices. _ . 

Frequently, after a dually-producing well has been in 
operation for some time, conditions occurring in the sepa 
rate .formations may 'makeit desirable to reverse the ilow 
paths of the separate formation nuids. That is, it may 
be desirable to switch the flow of one iluid from the inner 
or tubing string to the outer or casing string and, _atthe 
same time, ,switch the other ñuid from »the >casing string 
to the tubing string. Conventional crossover devices are 
ordinarily incapable of accomplishing this switching or 
can effect it only by a relatively diñ‘ìcult re-arrangement 
of the cross-over device. „ Y 

Accordingly, it is another'importantfobject of this ín 
vvention to provide a.V straight-now crossover ldevice which 
may be readily switched to transfer or reverse the ñòws 
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of the producing formations, and the other passage form 
ing an extension of the inner pipe string and extending 
_throughthe lower packer into communication with earth 
formations therebelow. A,v hollow mandrel or plunger 
means, termed herein the “crossover plunger means” ̀ is ' 
slidably mounted in the body and is arranged sorthat it 
maybe longitudinally guided into a l_selected one of lthe 
passages, thereby connecting the rflow through'that pas 
sage with the interior of vthe linner pipe string, the Vflow 
„through the other passage. being thereby caused to pass 
¿through openingsprovided in the wall of the housing 
above the upper packerfinto’ the annular space between ' 
Ithe /innerïand outer pipe strings. Spaced seals arev ar 
ranged between the portion ,of the plunger means and Y_the 
inner pipe stringV above the openings inthe body i,and 
¿between lthe ,portion of the plunger means which isV in 
serted `gin a vpassage and the wall of that passage at v_a 
point below thebody openings to thereby assure effective 
separation «of the iluids ñowing through the crossover 
structure. Means. operable ¿by relative downward move 
ment of the plunger >means in the body, are provided for 
effectively guiding the plunger means into the selected 
passage, and means ,arealso provided for releasablytlatch 
ing or locking the plu-nger means in position in the selected 
passage when it has been inserted therein. 
The plunger means, in _accordance with the present in 

4¿Vention, is run into the inner pipe string fromthe surface, 
preferably on a wire line, using generally conventional 
„running and retrieving tools, but may bey pumped into 
place by vñuid pressure applied at the surface toa ,Suit 
lable hydraulically propelledrunning tool.` v f 
A principal object of the invention, therefore, is to pro 

vide a crossover apparatus by which twofseparate pro 
ducing formations in a well may be separately produced, 
the separate flows »from ythe formations being selectively 
directed either to the yinner or the outer Y 
may be desired. 
¿A furtherobject is the provision of a straight , flow 
crossoverl Aapparatus for» dual-completion wells which _is ` 

> simple in construction and easy to manip- . 
,ulate. _ ' Y Y ' f 

comparatively 

. lAn additional object is the provision of novel ,guider 
means for constraining entrance of the plungernieans 
into a selected oneY of the production passages in the 
crossover structure. Y _ . Y 

Other .and more specific objects and advantages of ̀.this 
yinvention will become >,more readily apparent from the 
.following Adetailed description when read Vin conjunction , 
lWith the accompanying dra-wing which illustrates a useful 
embodment-of this invention. 

In the drawing, y v . e* > 

Fig. l is a longitudinal, partly sectional view of _the 
Vcrossover apparatus «in accordance with this invention, ' 
vshown in somewhat diagrammatic form in a well, the 
parts being shown in the position occupied by the cross 
over plunger means as it is being lowered into the inner 
pipe string; 
` Fig. 2 is a view similar to Fig. l, showing the upper 

L,endY .of the well, and the crossover _plunger means_„in 
' stalled'in'o‘perative position for connecting the upper 

the V,pipe 

pipe strings >as 



3 
producing formation with the inner string, and the lower 
producing formation with the outer pipe string; 

Fig. 3 is a view similar to Fig. 2, showing the cross 
over plunger means in the position reversed from that 
>of Fig. 2, that is, in which the lower producing forma 
-tion is connected to the inner pipe string and the upper 
.formation to the outer pipe string; 

Figs. 4A, 4B, and 4C are longitudinal sectional views, 
respectively, of the upper, intermediate, and lower por 
tions,*which, together, comprise the complete crossover 
structure, the plunger element being shown as it is being 
lowered through the inner pipe string on a wire line 
supporting running tool; 
Fig. 5 is a fragmentary elevational view, in perspec 

tive, of details of guide elements employed in the struc 
ture for guiding the plunger means therein; 

Fig. 6 is a perspective elevational view of the upper 
e‘nd portion of the crossover section of the tool, showing 
additional guide elements thereon about the upper ends 
of the flow passages; 

Fig. 7 is a view illustrating the position of the parts 
with the crossover plunger in place and locked to the 
tool body, and showing the lower end of the running 
tool being withdrawn; and ` 

Fig. 8 illustrates the upper portion of the structure 
connected to a wire line retrieving tool preparatory to 
withdrawing the crossover plunger means from the body. 

Referring ñrst to Figs. l, 2 and 3, there is shown a 
well bore W in which is installed the usual outer well 
pipe _string or casing C, which extends through vertically 
spaced upper and lower producing formations F1 and 
F2, respectively, the casing being provided with openings 
or perforations O1 and O2 communicating with the re 

’ spective formations F1 and F2, through which fluids from 
these formations may enter the casing. An inner well 
pipe string or tubing string T extends from the surface 
through the bore of casing C in the usual manner to a 
point .opposite the lower formation. Tubing T will be 
equipped with a control valve V at the surface, and the 
upper end of casing C will be closed about tubing T 
>by a conventional well head H (Fig. 2), and a valved 
voutlet D is connected to communicate with the interior 
of casing C near its upper end. Upper and lower packers 
P1 and P2 are mounted on Ythe exterior of the inner 
`pipe string to seal between the inner and outer pipe » 
strings at points, respectively, above upper formation 
F1 and between formations F1 and F2 (Fig. 3). It will 
be understood that packers P1 and P2 may be of any 
generally conventional and well-known form adapted to 
effectively separate the producing formations from one 
another. 
The crossover device, in accordance with the present 

invention, is designated generally by the numeral 10 and 
includes a generally tubular body 11 which has an axial 
vbore 12 and is connected to form a part of inner pipe 
string T. The lower portion of body 11 has the en 
larged bore 12a which is provided, adjacent its lower end, 
with a crossover section or head, designated generally 
by the numeral 13, which is ordinarily arranged to carry 
the upper packer P1 and is provided with a pair of 
parallel passages 1'4 and 15, equal in diameter, which 
extend entirely through the crossover section and through 
packer P1, passage 14 providing communication with 
the space between the packers P1 and P2. Passage 15 
is connected by means of a pipe 16, which forms an 
extension of the inner pipe string T and extends through 
the lower packer P2, into communication with the space 
below the lower packer, thus placing pipe 16 in com~ 
munication with the iluids entering the casing from lower 
formation F2, while passage 14 is in communication with 
the iluids entering the casing from formation F1. The 
upper ends of passages 14 and 15 communicate with 
enlarged bore 12a above upper packer P1. Openings 12b 
are provided'in Vthe wall of body 11 at points above 
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crossover section 13 to provide communication with the 
interior of casing C. 
A tubular mandrel or plunger means, designated gen 

erally by the numeral 20 and having a straight bore 21 
extending entirely therethrough, is slidably disposed in 
the bore of body 11 and is adapted to have its lower end 
inserted into one or the other of the passages 14 and 
15, as will be subsequently described, whereby to direct 
fluid entering the passage into which it is inserted, through 
bore 2‘1 and into bore 12 of the body, and thence into 
the communicating bore of inner pipe string T to which 
the body Vis connected. Latch means, designated gen 
erally by the numeral 22, is provided on the upper end 
portion of the plunger means for releasably latching 
the plunger means to the body as will Ybe subsequently 
described. _ _ 

Referring now to Figs. 4A, 4B and 4C which illustrate 
the crossover structure in greater detail, it will be seen 
that body 11 includes upper and lowersections 11a and 
11b, bore 12 being in section 11a, and bore 12a being 
in section 11b. These sections are connected by a 
threaded connection shown at 11C. Upper section 11a 
has an internally threaded socket ‘11d adapted to re 
ceive the threaded pin ’11e on tubing T. Crossover sec 
tion 13 comprises the body 13a provided at its upper 
end with a threaded pin 13b which is receivable in a 
threaded socket 13e provided at the lower end of body 
section 11b. Body 13a of the crossover section extends 
through the bore of upper packer P1 and may, as shown, 
form the core or supporting body of the packer. The 
arrangement shown is one which is convenient for attach 
ing the packer to the crossover section, but it will be 
understood that other types of packers may be employed 
and the connections to the crossover section may be 
widely varied from that shown. Packer P1, as illus~ 
trated, is of the self-anchoring, differential pressure 
actuated type, but, as noted, other forms of packers may 
be employed. 
As shown in Fig. 4C, for purposes of illustration, 

body 13a has mounted on its opposite ends oppositely 
>facing resilient cup seals 50-50, which are identical in 
construction, and are secured to body 13a by threaded 
collars 51-S1. Each of the cup seals has a plurality of 
circumferentially arranged toothed slip segments 52 se 
cured to its outer surface which grip the wall of casing 
C (Fig. 7) when the cup seal is expanded by fluid pres 

fsure acting on the interior of the cup seal, as well 
understood in this art. Packer P2 may be of the same 
form as packer P1 or may be of different construction 
than that shown, there being numerous conventional 
forms of packers which may be >employed for the pur 
poses indicated. 
The portion of body 13a, which defines passage'lS, is 

lengthenedA downwardly relative to the portion defining 
passage 14 andris provided at its lower end with the 
`threaded pin 15a to which extension pipe 16 may be 
vcoupled by means of'a collar 15b, or by other suitable 
Vconnection means. The upper end of crossover body 
13a, as best seen in Fig. 6, is machined to provide an 
upwardly projecting deflector wall 13d extending trans 
versely thereof between the upper ends of passages 14 
and 15. Deñector wall >13d has oppositely extending 
downwardly curved side surfaces 13e and 13f forming 
cam surfaces which lead downwardly from the upper end 
of wall 13d toward the mouths of passages 14 and 15', 
respectively. These cam surfaces provide a useful guid 
ing function in connection with constraining movement of 
the plunger means'into a selected one of the passages, as 
will be more fully described hereinafter. . » 
1 Crossover plunger means 20 comprises the elongate 
tubular barrel 20a threadedly connected at its upper end 
to a larger diameter head Ztlb which is dimensioned to 
have arsliding ñt in bore 12 and is provided with a cir 
cumferential seal packing 20c to form a slidable fluid 
tight seal between the Yupper end of the plunger means 



and-the bofewalro'f body-11. »Headrzob-has‘ían axial 
bore 20d` which is in communicationy with-a socket20'e 
formed on the upper end'of lhead 20b,'the socket being 
in >co-axial communication _with 'the bore _of` tubing T. 
The inner wall of socket 20e isfprovided with a plu 
rality of downwardly facing-buttress teeth 20j, for pur 
poses to be subsequently described. y ' ï ' 

Head 2012 also carries the latch mechanism 22, which 
comprises a plurality of~angular1y spaced circumferen- ' 
tially arranged resilient ñngers 22a projecting upwardly 
from the upper end of head Ztlb and'integrally connected 
thereto. The upper ends of lingers 22a'have yinwardly 
'turned »tips -22b forming upwardly tapering guidi-ng sur 
faces. Each ofthe fingers 22a carries a radially out 
wardly projecting latchingprong 22e-which isdesigned 
to be engaged Ibeneath a latching shoulder 22d 'formed in 
the wall of upper body portion 11a'at a pointrjust below 
the :upper endof portion 11a. ’Figs-'2, V3 and 7 showthe 
prongs 22C engaged with shoulder 22d. 'As shown in 
Fig. 4A,‘thelatching` means is shownat a point above 
the'latching shoulder in process of beingloweredinto 
bore 12. , » ï ï . l» ' 

‘The’ lower ̀ end of barrel 20a carries >a plug member 
'20g,'having at its> upper Vend a slip socket vMh'adaptedA to 
receive the lower end of barrel »20a which is securedin 
slip socket 211k by means of a set lscrew 201'. Plug mem 
ber ‘20g has the through-bore 20j which communicates 
with'bore 21, and the wall of-plug member 20g adjacent 
its lower end is thickened at one side to form the enlarged 
head 'Ztlktó a diameter to provide a lsliding lit in the 
passages 14 and 15. The lower-'end of plug head 20k'is 
lcut ormachined at a steeply sloping angle to provide a 
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'surfaces 13e and 13f on the crossover‘section, plug mem 
ber 20g may be selectively guided into either of the pas 
sages14 and 15, as will be more vfully described here 
inarfter. , 

In operation of the above-described device, body 11v will 
be connected into the tubing string T and will have 
mounted thereon packers P1 and P2 at the proper points 
to provide the desired seals above formation F1 and be 
tween formations Fl and F2. Running in of this tubing 
string and setting of the packers will be accomplishedy in 
any conventional manner as is well understood in the i 
art. With the tubing stringV and the crossover body in 
position, the plunger means will then be run into the tub 

' ing string. This is accomplished by means of a suitable 
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nose ‘20m off-set to one side of thelongitudinal axis o`f Y 
the plunger means. The exterior of head 20k is pro 
videdvwith a plurality of longitudinally spaced seal lrings 
20u-which, when the-plug member is inserted „in either 
of the passages 14 or 15, will form fluid-tight seals be 
tween the plug member and the passages aty points below . 
openings 12b. Plug member 20g carries at its upper end 
an eccentric enlargement 20p disposed diametrically op 
posite nose 20m which is adapted to engage the wall of' 
bore 12a to limit lateral movement‘of the plug member 
to the side whereby to maintain nose 20m on the opposite 
side'of the longitudinal axis ofbore 12a. »By this oppos 
ing arrangement of cam 20p and nose 20m,’it will be 
seen'thatnose 20m-_will always be constrained to a posi 
tion on one side or the other of deflector wall 13d, de 
pending upon the orientation of the plug member inthe 
`'crossover' body. . _ 

'Indexing means for aligning plug member 270g with o 
«one or the other >of passages v14 and 15„are provided on 
Ibarrel 20a andfon body 11'.v VAs bcstrseen in Figs; 4B 
.and 5, this indexing means‘comprises a't'ubular sleeve 30 
'which is secured to the wall of bore 12 adjacent the lower 
:en_d of body portion 11a. The upper end of sleeve 30 is 

" cut'or machined at a steep angle to 'provide the down- , 
`ivardly sloping cam surface 31, and the lower end of 
sleeve 30 is similarly cut to provide the upwardly taper 
ing cam surface 32, the cam surfaces 31 and32 taper 
ing toward each other. A longitudinal indexing slot 33 
Ais cut in the wall of sleeve 30 at its shortest point. 

' Mounted on'the _exterior of barrel> 20a, at-an intermediate 
point thereof, is a collar 34 which is adapted to slide 
through the bore of sleeve l30. Collar 34 carries a 
radially projecting lug 35 which functions as an indexing 
cam in co-operation with sleeve 30. These indexing 
cams are employed to align plug member‘20g'with the 

pose nose'Ztïm of the plug member will be oriented about 
barrel 20a to be in alignment with lug 35. Sleeve 30 will 
be positioned in bore v12 of the body, so as to place in 
dexing „slot 33 in a plane substantially normal to the 
plane of defiector wall 13d. ‘ ' 

the ̀ described relative lpositions of the indexing cams v 
the Vguide elements formed by nose 20m andthe 
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running tool, one form of which is illustrated in Figs. l 
and 4A. This tool comprises a cylindrical plug 40 which 
is adapted to be inserted into socket 20e and secured 
therein by means of a shear pin 41 which extends trans 
versely through suitable registering openings in the wall 
of socket 26e and plug 40. The upper end of plug 40 
is secured to the outer member‘42 of a conventional wire 
.line jar, the inner member 43 of which is secured by a 
rope socket 44 to the usual wire line or cable 45 by which 
the tool is run into and out of the well. With the plunger 
means thus secured to the lowering tool,> the structure is 
inserted in tubing T and _lowered through the >bore there 
of, as best seen in Figs. 1 and 4A. kThe resilience of 
fingers 22a will permit them toy be` compressed suñ'iciently 
to 'enter the bore of tubing T and slide downwardly as 
the device is lowered’through the tubing. The cross- ‘ 
over plunger means will be lowered through indexing 
sleeve 30 until lug 35 strikes upper cam surface 31. Even 
though, as shown in Fig. 1, the point of contact is'at a 
high point on surface 31, the slope of surface 31'fwil1 
cause lugs 35 to slide down around >this surface into 
indexing slot 33 whereby the plunger means will be 
oriented to align nose 20m on the lower end of the 
plunger means with passage 14v (Figs. 2 and 4C). This 
will result because, as illustrated in Figs. 2, 4B, 4C and`7, 
indexing slot 33 is shown as oriented to the side of the 
tool which carries passage 14. With plug member 20g 
thus oriented to align with the upper end of passage 14, 
as the plunger means continues downwardly, nose 20m 
will be off-set to the lefthand side of bore 12 (Figs. 2 ' 
and 4C) and deflector wall 13d and the pointed sloping 
face of nose 20m will engage surface 13e and the result 
ing cam action between >these surfaces will necessarily 
constrain plug 2tlg to enter passage 14. ' Downward 
progress of the plug into passage 14 will continue until 
arrested by engagement of the lower end of head 2Gb with 
the upper edge of indexing sleeve 30, as best seen- in Fig. 
7. At this point latching prongs 22C carried by fingers 
22a will have descended below latching shoulder 22d and 
will expand in position to engage beneath the shoulder, 
as seen in Figs. 2, 3 and 7. The running tool may now 
be withdrawn by applying jarring blows to the jar ele 
ments of ̀the running tool which will act to break shear 
pin 41 and allow the running tool to be withdrawn from 
socket 20e and from the plunger means (Fig. 7). VThe 
crossover plunger will now be secured in place in pas 
sage 14 by latching of prongs 22C under shoulder 22d 

` .and will form a conduit connecting passage 14 to the 
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' selected one of the passages 14 and 15 and for this pur- 
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bore of tubing string T. Thus, well fluid entering casing 
C through openings O1 between packers P1 and P2 will 
flow .upwardly through the lower end of passage 14 into 
bore 21 of the crossover plunger, and thence through bore 
12 into the bore of tubing string T andthence to theV 
surface. At the same time, fluid ñowing into the casing 
through openings O2 from formation F2 will flow up 
wardly through pipe 16 and passage 15 into the interior 
of body portion 11b whence it will pass through openings 
l12b _into the interior of casing C and iiow upwardly there 
lin to the surface. Seals 20c and 2011, which seal, respec 
tively,'at points above and below openings 20b between 
the crossover plunger andtheY crossover Abodyywillï'pre' 
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_vent intermixing 
tions. ' ' 

_ >With this arrangement, it will be seen that the paths 
of ñow of the fluids from the separate producing forma 
tions will travel separate, substantially straight longitudi 
nal paths in moving from their respective formations into 
the pipe strings which will carry them separately to the 
surface. Thus, minimum resistance to the fluid ñows 
will occur; minimum erosive action will occur on the parts 
of the crossover structure; and the possibility of plugging 
of the crossover passages will be minimized. 
When conditions in the operation of the well make it 

desirable to switch the ñows from the two formations 
to theopposite conductor pipes, the crossover or revers 
ing of the fluid ilows can be effected very simply. The 
wire line running tool, previously described, will be 
equipped with a spear 46 (Fig. 8) in place of the plug 
40 employed in lowering the crossover plunger, and the 
running tool will be run-back into tubing T and spear 
46, which is of-conventional construction for this type 
of tool, will be run into socket 20e. Toothed slip mem 
bers 47, carried on the spear 46, will engage teeth 20j 
inside socket 20e and will thereby lock the spear to the 
plunger' means. The spear also carries, adjacent its up 
per end and concentric with the spear stem, an overshot 
sleeve 48 which is dimensioned to slide over inwardly 
curved tips 22h of the fingers 22a to compress the lingers 
inwardly so as to retract prongs 22C inwardly away from 
latching shoulder 22d. The retraction of prongs 22C and 
.the engagement of slips 47 with teeth 20f will occur simul 
taneously by reason of the pre-determined spacing be 
tween the overshot sleeve 48 and the slip-carrying portion 
of spear 46. With the latching prongs 22e thus re 
tracted, a pull applied to the wire line will permit the 
entire crossover plunger means to be drawn upwardly 
through body 11 pulling plug 2tlg out of passage 14. 
Lug 35, which will have descended below the lower end 
of indexing sleeve in the previous running-in operation, 
will pass upwardly through indexing slot 33, being guided 
thereto by lower cam surface 32, and the crossover 
plunger means may thus be withdrawn from the well 
through body 11 and tubing string T. 

Plug member 20g may now be turned on barrel 20a 
through 180° by loosening set screw 2th' and resetting it 
after completing the desired rotation, or lug collar 34 
may be turned 180° relative to plug 29g. Thereupon, 
the running-in tool will be re-attached to the upper end 
of the crossover plunger means, as previously described, 
and the plunger means run back into the tubing. ln this 
case, since nose 20m on the end of the plug member will 
be rotated 180° with respect to the position of lug 35 
from its previous position, the result will be that when 
lug 35 again passes into and through indexing slot 33, 
nose 20m will be on the opposite side of deilector wall 
13d from that occupied in the previously described opera 
tion, and the plug member will thus now be aligned with 
passage 15 and constrained to enter same by engage 
ment of nose 20m with cam surface 131‘. When the 
plunger member has been thus inserted in passage 15 
and locked in place by re-engagement of latching prongs 
22C with shoulder 22d (see Fig. 3), it will be seen that 
the production from the lower formation F2, which will 
flow upwardly through pipe 16, will now flow through 
bore 21 of the plunger means into and through the bore 
of tubing string T, while the production from upper for 
mation F1 will pass through passage 14 and thence 
lthrough openings 12b into the interior of the casingv and 
will ñow therein to the surface. Again, the fluids from 
both formations will traverse relatively straight non 
tortuous paths with the advantages pointed out previously. 

It will be obvious 'that various types of running-in and 
retrieving tools may be employed for running-in and 
withdrawing the crossover plunger means. Also, other 
«types of latching means, indexing and guide means may 
Abe' employed in place. of those in the illustrative embodi 

ofñuid from the two producing forma 
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ment to perform the functions of these elements ofgthe 
illustrative embodiment. 
Once a connection between a producing formation 

and one of the pipe strings has been made, as previously 
described, this connection will usually be maintained for 
a considerable period of time until production conditions 
become such as may make a switch in connections desir 
able. It will usually, therefore, be found desirable to 
withdraw the crossover plunger means completely from 
»the well so that »the seal p-ackings may be replaced, as 
this will usually be found necessary after having been in 
place in the well for a long period of time. Hence, the 
illustrative embodiment employs an arrangement for ro 
tating plug member 20g about-plunger barrel 20a which 
is designed to be eiîected externally of the well. How 
ever, it will be obvious to those skilled -in the art that 
a suitable form of connection may be made between 
plug member 20g and barrel 20a, or> between indexing 
lug 35 and barrel 20a which can be manipulatedrfrom 
the surface to effect the desired relative rotation between 
these members without withdrawing the plunger means 
from the well. . ` 

Accordingly, »it will be understood that numerous‘modi 
ñcations and variationsY may be made in the details of 
thefillustrative embodiment within the scope of the ap 

' pended claims, but without departing from the spirit of 
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this invention. 
What we claim and desire -to secure by Letters Patent is: 
1. In combination with an inner well pipe string having 

a pair of spaced well packers thereon adapted to seal 
with an outer well pipe string for separating two well 
formations from each other for dual production from a 
Well, a straight-flow crossover apparatus, comprising, a 
generally tubular body forming a part of the inner well 

' pipe string, said body including a section having a pair 
of parallel passages extending longitudinally through the 
upper one of said packers, one of said passages being 
adapted to communicate with the space between said 
packers and the other passage being adapted to com 
municate into communication through the lower packer 
with the portion of the well therebelow, openings in the 
wall of said body above the upper packer communicating 
with the interior of the outer pipe string, plunger means 
having a straight through-bore slidablyV disposed in the 
bore of said body and adapted for insertion into said 
passages, cooperable guide means on :the plunger means 
and the body operable by relative downward movement 
of the plunger means in the body to guide the plunger 
means into la selected one of said passages, whereby to 
conduct well fluid entering said selected passage into said 
inner pipe string, while well ñuid entering the other of 
said passages is directed through said openings intov the 
outer pipe string, means releasably securing the plunger 
to the body in its passage-inserted position, and spaced 
seal means sealing between the plunger means and the 
body above said openings and between the selected pas 
sage and ‘the portion of the plunger means inserted there 
1n. 

2. In combination with an inner well pipe string having 
a pair of spaced well packers thereon adapted to seal 
with an outer well pipe string for separating two well 
formations from each other for dual production from a  
well, a straight-flow crossover apparatus, comprising, a 
generally tubular body forming a part of the inner well 
pipe string, said body including a section having a pair 
of parallel passages extending longitudinally through 
the upper one of said packers, one of said passages being 
adapted 'to communicate with the space between said 
packers and the other pass-age being adapted to com 
municate with conduit means leading through the lower 
packer into communication with the portion of »the well 
therebelow, openings in the wall of said body above the 
upper packer communicating with the interior of the outer 
pipe string, plunger means having a straight through 
bore slid-ably disposed in the bore of said body and 
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adapted for insertion into _ 
guide means'on the plunger means, and thelbody oper 
_able by relative downward movement of the plunger 

said passages, and cooperable~ 

means in the body -to guide the plunger means into a l 
selected one of said passages whereby to conduct Well 
ñuid entering said selected passagefinïto said inner pipe 
string, while well ñuid entering the other of said passages 

directed through said openings into 4,the outer_pipe 
string. _ _ Y t 

3. In combination with an inner well pipe stringhav 
ing a pair ̀ of spaced well packers thereon adapted vto 
seal with an outer well pipe string for separating two 
well formations from each other for dual production from 
a well, a straight-flow crossover apparatus, comprising, a 
generally tubular body forming a part of the inner Well 
pipestring, said body including a section having a pair 
of__parallel.passages extending longitudinally through the 
upper one of said packers, one of said passages .being 
adapted to `communicate with the space between said 
packers and the other passage being adapted Vto com 
municate with conduit means leading through the„1ower 
pjacker into communication with the portion of the, well 
therebelow, openings in the wall'of said body above the 
upper packer communicating With- the interior 'of-v the 
outer pipe string, plunger means having a .straight 
>through-bore slidably disposed .in the >bore of said body _ 
and adapted for-insertion into saidpassages, cooperable 
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« 10 , packersfand the other passagev being adapted to communi"d 
cate :with conduit means leading through the lower packer 
into communication with the portionof the well therebe 
low, openings in the wall of said body above the -upper - 
packer communicating with the interior of thev louter pipe j 
string, _plunger >means having >a straight through-bore slid- Y 
ably disposedin the bore ̀ otrsaid body and adapted for 

» insertion into said passages, cooperable guide means on 
the plunger kmeans and the body operable by relative 
>downward movement of the plunger means in the body 
to guidehthe plunger means into a selected one of said 
passages whereby to conduct well fluid entering said se 
lected passage into said inner-pipe string, while well fluid 
entering theother of said passages is directed through> 
said openings into the outer pipe string, said guide means, 
including indexing cams arranged to align the plunger 
means with the selected passage, and spaced seal means 
sealing between Vthe plunger means and the body above 
said openings and between the selected 
portion of the plunger means inserted therein. 

6. In combination with an inner well pipe string hav-A 
ing a pair ,ofk spaced well packers thereon adapted to seal' 
with an outer well pipe string for separating two well 
formations fromveach other for dual production from a 
well, a straight-flow crossover apparatus, comprising,_a 
generally >tubular body yforming 'a part of the inner well 

' pipejstring, said body including a section having a pair of 
guide means on the plu-nger means and the bodyoper’»>`v 
able by relative 'downward movement of the» plungerf 
means in the bodyto guidethe plunger means into a 
selected one of said passages whereby tovconduct well 
fluid entering said selected passagel into said inner pipe 
string, while well fluid entering the other of said pas 
sages is directed 4through said openings into the -outer 
pipe string, and spaced seal means sealingbetween the» 
plunger means and the body above said openings and 
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between the selected passage and the portion oi?v ther 
plunger means inserted therein. y ~ 

4. In combination with an inner well pipe string hav 
ing a pair of spaced well packers lthereon adapted to seal 
with an outer well pipe string'for separating twowell 
formations lfrom each other-«for dual production from 
a well, a straight-now >crossover apparatus, comprising, 
a generally tubular body forming a part ofthe inner well 
pipe string, said body including a section having a pair 
of parallel passages extending longitudinally through the 
upper one of said packers, onerof said passages being 

45 

adapted to communicate with the space between said l 
packers and the other passage being adapted to communi 
cate with conduit means leading through the lower 
packer into communication _with'the portion of the well" 
therebelow, openings in the wall of said'body above'the» 
upper packer «communicating with the interior ofthe 
outer __pipe string, plunger means having a straight 
through-bore slidably disposedl inthe bore of said body 
and‘adapted for insertion into said passages, and cooper 
able guide means on thek plunger means andV the body 
operable by relative downward movement of the plunger 
means in the body to guide the plunger means into a se 
lected one of said passages whereby to conduct well fluid 
entering said selected passage into said inner pipe string, 
while well ñuid entering'the other of saidv passages is 
directed through said openings into the outer pipe string, 
said «guide means including indexing cams arranged to 
align the plunger means with the selected passagei; " 

5, In combination with an-inner wellpipe string having _ 
a pair of spaced well packers thereon Yadapted to;seal 

‘ with an outer well _pipe string for separatingtwo> well for- f 
mations from each other for dual-production from a 
well, a straight-nowv crossover apparatus, comprising, a 
generally tubular body vforming a partof the inner well 
pipe string, said body including a section having a pair of 
parallel passages extending longitudinally through the 
upperone of said packers, one of said passages being 
adapted to communicate with the space .between said 
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parallel passages extending longitudinally through the 
vupper one of vsaid packers, one of said passages being 
adapted to communicate with the space between said 
packers and the other passage being adapted to com 
municatewith cond-uit means leading through the lower 
packer intoV communication with the portion of the well 
therebelow, openings in the wall of said body above the'` 
upper packer _communicating with the interior of ythe 
“outer- pipe string,I plunger means having a straight 
through-bore’ slidably 'disposed in the bore'of said body 
and adapted for insertion into said passages, cooperable 
guide means on the plunger means and the body operable 
in response >to relative downward movement of the 
plunger means in the body to guide said plunger means 
into a selected one of saidvpassages whereby to conduct 
well iluid entering said selected passage into said inner 
pipe string, while well vfluid entering the other of said 
passages is directed through said openings into the outer 
pipe string, and means releasably securing the plunger 
means to the body in its passage-inserted position. ' 

i7._ In combination with an inner well pipe string having 
a palr of spaced well packers thereon adapted to seal with ’ 
an outer well pipe string for separating two well forma 
tions from> each other ’for dual production from a well, n 
a kstraight-now crossover apparatus, comprising, a gen 
erally tubular body forming a part ofthe kkinner well pipe 
string, said body including _a l_section having a pair _of 
parallel passages extending longitudinally through the up 
per one of said -¿packers, one of saidfpassages Vbeing 
_adapted to communicate with the space between said 
packers and the other passage being adapted to communi 
cate with conduit means leading through the lower 
packerinto-communication with the portion of the well 
therebelow, openings in the wall of'said body'above the 
upper -packer communicating with the interior of the 
outer pipe string, plunger means having a straightV » 
through-boreslidably disposed inthe bore of said body 
and adapted >for insertion into'said passage, cooperable. 
guide means jo_n the plunger means and the body oper-A 
able in- response to relative‘downward movement of the; 

_ plungerv means in the b_ody to guide said plunger means. Y _ 
» into a selected one of said passages whereby to conduct` 
well 'iluid entering said selected Vpassage into said inner 
pipe string, while well fluid entering the other of said.l 
passages is directed through said openings into the outerl 
pipe string, and means releasably securing the plunger 
means to the lbody in its passage-inserted position, 'saidl 
guido means including »indexingcams arranged to align` - 

passage and the t 
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the plunger means with the selected passage and addi’ 
tional guide members on the lower end of the plunger 
means and on said section cooperable to constrain en 
trance of said plunger means into said selected passage. 

8. In combination with an inner well pipe string having 
a pair of spaced well packers thereon adapted to seal 
with an outer well pipe string for separating two well 
formations from each other for dual production from a 
well, a straight-dow crossover apparatus, comprising, a 
generally tubular body forming a part of the inner Well 
pipe string, said body including a section having a pair 
of parallel passages extending longitudinally through the 
upper one of said packers, one of said passages being 
adapted to communicate with the Space between said 
packers and the other passage being adapted to commu 
nicate with co'nduit means leading through the lower 
packer into communication with the portion of the well 
therebelow, openings in the wall of said body above the 
upper packer communicating with the interior of the 
outer pipe string, plunger means having a straight 
through-bore slidably disposed in the bore o‘f said body 
and adapted for insertion into said passages, cooperable 
guide means on the plunger means and the body operable 
in response to relative downward movement of the 
plunger means in the body to guide said plunger means 
into' a selected one of said passages whereby to conduct 
well iiuid entering said selected passage into said inner 
pipe string, while well fluid entering the other of said 
passages is directed through said openings into the outer 
pipe string, seal means sealing between the plunger means 
and the body above said openings and . between the 
selected passage and the portion of the plunger means 
inserted therein, and means releasably securing the 
plunger means to the body in its passage-inserted posi 
tion, said guide means including indexing cams arranged 
to align the plunger means with the selected passage and 
additional guide members o'n the lower end of said 
plunger means and on said section cooperable to con 
strain entrance of said plunger means into said selected 
passage. 

9. In a crossover apparatus for dual-completion well 
strings, a tubular body adapted to form part of an inner 
well pipe string, a crossover head carried by a lower sec 
tion of the body and having a pair of longitudinal parallel 
passages therethrough communicating at their upper ends 
with the bore of said body, openings in the wall of the 
body above the crossover head, plunger means having a 
straight through-bore slidably disposed in the bore of said 
body above the head and adapted for insertion into said 
passages, cooperable guide means on the plunger means 
and the body operable by relative downward movement 
of the plunger means in the body to guide the plunger 
means into a selected one o'f said passages, and spaced 
seal means sealing between the plunger means and the 
body above said openings and between the plunger means 
and the selected one of said passages below said openings. 

l0. In a crossover apparatus for-dual-completion well 
strings, a tubular body adapted to form a part of an 
inner well pipe string, a crosso‘ver head carried by a lower 
section of the body and having a pair of longitudinal 
parallel passages therethrough communicating at their 
upper ends with the bore of said body, openings in the 
wall of the body above the crossover head, plunger means 
having a straight through-bore slidably dispo‘sed in the 
bore of said body above the head and adapted for inser 
tion into said passages, cooperable guide means on the 
plunger means and the body operable by relative down 
ward movement of the plunger means in the body to 
guide the plunger means into' a selected one of said pas 
sages, spaced seal means sealing between the plunger 
means and the body above said openings and between 
the plunger means and the selected one of said passages 
below said openings, and means releasably securing said 
plunger means to the body when the plunger means has 
been inserted in the selected passage. ‘ 
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11. In a crossover'apparatus for dual-completion well 
strings, a tubular body adapted to form part of an inner 
well pipe string, a crossover head carried by a lower sec-_ 
tion of the body and having a pair of longitudinal parallel 
passages-therethrough communicating at their upper ends 
with the "bore of saidA body, openings in_the wall of the 
body above the crossover head, plunger means having a 
straight through-bore slidably dispo'sed in the bore of said 
body above the head and adapted for insertion into said 
passages, cooperable guide means on the plunger means 
and .the body operable by relative downward movement 
of the plunger means in the body to guide the plunger 
means into a selected one o‘f said passages, and spaced 
seal means sealing between the plunger means and the 
body 'above 'said openings and between the plunger means 
and the selected one of said passages below said open~> 
ings, lsaid guide means including indexing cams arranged 
to align the plunger means with the selected passage. ‘ 

1l2. In a crossover apparatus according to claim 'l‘lgï 
wherein said indexing cams include a sleeve secured to 
the bore wall of said body above the cro'ssover head and 
having a longitudinal slot aligned with one of said pas 
sages, and a radially projecting lug on the plunger mean ‘ 
receivable in said slot. ‘ 
._ 13. In a crossover apparatus for dual-completion well 
strings, a tubular body adapted topforvm part o'f an inner 
well pipe string, a crossover head carried by a lower sec 
t-ioniof the body and having, a pair of longitudinal parallel 
passages therethrough communicating at their upper ends 
with the bore of said body, opening'srin the wall of the 
body abovethe crossover head, plunger means having al 
straight through-bore slidably disposed in the bore of said 
body above the head and carrying a plug member at its 
lower end adapted for insertion into said passages, co 
operable guide means on the plunger means and the body 
operable by relative downward movement o‘f the plunger 
means in the body to guide the plug member into a se 
lected one `of said passages, means sealing between the 
plunger means and the body above said openings, and> 
means sealing between the plug member and the selected 
one of said passages below said openings. _ 

14. In a crossover apparatus for dual-completio‘n well 
strings, a tubular body adapted to form part of an inner 
well pipe string, a crossover head carried by a lower sec 
tion of the body and having a pair of longitudinal parallel 
passages therethrough communicating at their upper ends 
with the bore o'f said body, openings in the wall of the 
body above the crossover head, plunger means having a 
straight through-bore slidably disposed in the bore of the 
body above the head and carrying a plug member at its 
lower end adapted for insertion into said passages, co 
operable guide means on the plunger means and the bo'dy 
operable by relative downward movement of the plungerV 
means in the body to guide the plug member into a se 
lected one of said passages, means sealing between the 
plunger means and the body above said openings, means 
sealing between the plug member and the selected one of 
said passages below said openings, said guide means in 
cluding indexing cams arranged to alignvthe plug mem-V 
~ber with the selected passage, and additional guide mem 
bers on the lower end of the plug member and on the f 
crossover head cooperable to constrain entrance of said 
plug member into said selected passage. 
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l5. A crossover apparatus for dual-completion well 
strings, comprising, a generally tubular body adapted to 
`form part of an inner well pipe string and having open 
ings in the wall thereof adapted to communicate with an 
outer well pipe string, said body including a section hav 
ing a pair of longitudinal parallel passages therethrough 
kcommunicating at their upper ends with the bore of the 
`body below said openings, said passages opening to the 
lower end of the body, hollow plunger means longitudi 
nally movable in the bore of the body, and cooperable` 
means including indexing cams on the plunger means 
>_and the body adapted to selectively guide said plunger' 
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means into one of said passages whereby to connect said 
one of said passages into communication with the inner 
well pipe string. ' 

16. A crossover apparatus for dual-completion well 
strings, comprising, a generally tubular body adapted to 
form a part of an inner well pipe string and having open 
ings in the wall thereof adapted to communicate with an 
outer well pipe string, said body including a section hav 
ing a pair of longitudinal parallel passages therethrough 
communicating at their upper ends with the bore of the 
body below said openings, said passages opening to the 
lower end of the body, hollow plunger means longitudi 
nally movable inthe bore of the body, and cooperable 
means on the plunger means and the body for guiding 
the plunger means into a selected one of said passages 
whereby to connect the selected passage into communi 
cation with the inner well pipe string. 

17. A crossover apparatus for dual-completion well 
strings, comprising a generally tubular body adapted to 
form a part of an inner well pipe string and having open 
ings in the wall thereof adapted to communicate with an 
outerr pipe string, said body including a section having a 

14 
pair of longitudinal parallel passages therethrough com 
municating at their upper ends with the bore of the body 
below said openings, said passages opening to the lower 
end of the body, hollow plunger means longitudinally 
movable in the bore of the body, cooperable means on 
the plunger means and the body for guiding said plung 

' er means into a selected one of said passages whereby to 
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connect the selected passage into communication with 
the inner well pipe string, and means for releasably s_e 
curing the plunger means in place in the selected pas 
sage. 
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